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Abstract 
In this paper we start with presentation of a general anguage for representing subsets 
of a Cartesian product of finite sets. This language is used to represent the set of diag- 
noses in the general theory of model-based diagnosis presented by Reiter (R. Reiter, 
Artif. Intell. 32 (1987) 57-95) when the components have more than two possible op- 
erating modes. After having established some general results about Boolean algebras, 
which turn out to be the appropriate mathematical structure to define the language 
precisely, they are applied in the special case of propositional logic and product spaces, 
thereby defining a language for the description of events in product spaces. Then we 
present three different symbloic methods for computing the probability of a formula in 
the language without explicitly constructing the corresponding system states. The first 
two methods are based on the algorithm of Abraham (J.A. Abraham, IEEE Transac- 
tions on Reliablity 28 (1979) 58-61) whereas the last method is based on the a.lgorithm 
of Bertschy-Monney (R. Bertschy, P.A. Monney, J. Comput. Appl. Math. ‘76 (1996) 
55-76). All these methods transform the original formula into an equivalent formula for 
which it is very simple to compute the probability. The problem of computing the 
probability of a logical formula appears for example in model-based iagnostics when 
we need to compute the conditional probability of a diagnosis given the observations 
made on the system. 0 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. An introductory example 
In this section we present a simple example from the field of model-based 
diagnosis. It will lead us to the identification of a particular problem whose 
solution will be discussed in this paper. The example is the following. In a 
technical system, consider a component c having two input ports and one 
output port. Let in, and in2 denote the value of the input ports and let our 
denote the value of the output port. Fig. 1 shows this component graphically. 
The value of the output port is a linear function of the values of the two 
input ports, i.e. 
out = c1. in, + fi. inz. 
The component can be in one of four different possible operating modes, each 
characterized by some specific values of c( and 8: 
l mode 1: c1= 1, p = 1, 
l mode2:a=l,p=-1, 
l mode 3: c1= -1, p = 1, 
l mode 4: tl = -1, p = -1. 
A priori it is assumed that the probability that the component is in mode 1 is 
0.4, and the probability that it is in mode 2, 3 and 4 is 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1, re- 
spectively. Now consider three of these components cl, c2 and c3 which interact 
according to the diagram of Fig. 2. The variables ~1,. . . ,y4 in Fig. 2 represent 
the value of some ports in the system. 
Let Xi denote the variable indicating the operating mode of component 
number i. If il, iz, i3, i4 denote the four different possible operating modes of 
component number i, then 
:;: -J---t- out 
Fig. 1. The component c 
Fig. 2. A system with components cl, Q and cg. 
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is the set of possible values of Xi. Since there is a probability distribution on 
V&Y,), the variables xi are actually random variables which will be denoted by 
xi. The sample space of the three random variables x::, i = 1,2,3 is 
v := V(X,) x V(X*) x V(X,). 
We assume that the random variables fi, i = 1,2,3 are stochastically inde- 
pendent, which implies that the prior probability of a vector u = ( lk, ,2,, 3kj) in 
V, a so-called system state, is given by 
P(u) = P(Z, = lk,) . P(& = 2k2) P(& = 3kj). (1) 
Eq. (1) completely specifies a probability distribution on V. 
Now suppose that we observe that the values of the ports yI , . . . , y4 are 1, - 1, 
1, 1, respectively. Of course, this implies that some system states are no longer 
possible. According to Reiter [9], a system state v E V is called a diagnosis if it 
is compatible with the system description and the observations. Let Diag de- 
note the set of all diagnoses. If we simply write (k,, k2, k3) instead of ( lk, , 2kz, 3k,) 
for a vector c E V, then in this example we have 
(1,~ l), (1,1,3), (1,2,2), (1,2,4:1, (1,3, I), (1.,3,3), 
(1,4,2), (1,4,4), (2,1,3), WL4, (2,3,1), (2.,4,4), 
(3,1,3), (3,2,2), (3,3,1), (3,4,4), (4,1,1), (4.,1,3), 
(4,2,2), (4,2,4), (4,3, 11, (4,3,3), (4,4,2), (4.4,4), 
Since only the system states in Diag are possible after the observations are 
made, the theory of probability implies that we have to condition the prior 
probability P’ on the event Diag. So, if P denotes the posterior probability 
distribution, then 
p’(u) = PO 
P( Diag) 
for all u E V. 
From P’ it is then easy, in principle, to compute the posterior distribution of 
each variable: xi. This in turn permits us to find the probability that the 
component ci is in a certain mode of particular interest. For more information 
on probabilistic model-based diagnostics, see Ref. [2]. In principle, the poste- 
rior distribution P’ can easily be derived from the set of diagnoses Diag. But 
how can we compute the set of diagnoses Diag? There exist algorithms to 
determine Diag, see for example Ref. [9], but usually the output of such al- 
gorithms is not directly the list of diagnoses Diag, but rather a logical formula 
diag representing Diag. In our example, Diag could originally be expressed as 
the logical formula 
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diag = (( 11 V 14) A (21 V 23) A (31 V 33)) 
v (22 A 32) v (21 A 33) v (23 A 31) v (24 A 34) 
v ((1, v 14) A (22 v 24) A (32 v 34)) 
in the propositional language generated by the atoms in 
At := V(X,) u V(X,) u V(&). 
Instead of explicitly deriving Diag from diag and then compute P(Diag), this 
paper gives efficient symbolic methods for computing this probability directly 
from diag, without passing by Diag. This is the main topic of this paper. The 
posterior probability that component ci is in state is can then be easily derived 
from P(Diag) and the known prior probability P(Xi = ik,). 
2. Boolean algebras 
In order to clearly and fully understand the relationship between the logical 
formula diag and its corresponding set Diag :it is necessary to use the algebraic 
concept of a Boolean algebra. This mathematical structure serves as a perfect 
framework for the description and the analysis of the problem introduced in 
the previous section. So this section is dedicated to the presentation of the 
structure of a Boolean algebra and its relateld concepts. 
A Boolean algebra is an ordered set (&, < ) satisfying the following prop- 
erties [5]: 
1. There is a bottom element, written 0, and a top element, written 1, in d. 
2. Any two elements x and y in &’ have a supremum, written x V y, and an in- 
fimum, written x A y, in &. 
3. The operators A and v are distributive with respective to each other. 
4. For all x E d, there is a unique element in -QI, called the complement or the 
negation of x and written xc, such that x fi.x” = 0 and x VnC = 1. 
A typical and important example of a Boolean algebra is given by the power set 
of a set C with the inclusion as the order relation. In this case the infimum is the 
intersection, the supremum is the union and the negation is the set-theoretic 
complement. Another important example of a Boolean algebra is the propo- 
sitional language 9 generated by a set of atoms. This Boolean algebra 9 is 
constructed as follows. First consider the set 9’ of all logical formulas built 
from the atoms. Two formulas in Y are equivalent if they have the same in- 
terpretations (models). Then the Boolean algebra 9 is defined as the set of all 
equivalence classes in Y. This Boolean algebra is known as the Lindenbaum- 
Tarski algebra. To simplify, the elements of 9’ (equivalence classes) will also be 
called formulas and an equivalence class Lfl will be denoted by f. The order 
relations is defined as follows: if f and g are formulas in 9, then f < g if and 
only if f A g = f, where A is the logical “and” connective. Then it can be 
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proved that the infimum off and g is f A g, the supremum off and 1: is f V g 
and the negation off is -f. The top element is the tautology T and the bottom 
element is the falsehood 1. 
Let Z be a subset of a Boolean algebra (~4, 6 ). Then Z is called an ideal if it 
satisfies the following properties [5]: 
l.OEZand 1 @Z. 
2. ForallxandyinZ,xVyisinZ. 
3. For all x E I and for all y E -c4, if y <x then y E 1. 
Let (~2, < ) be a Boolean algebra and let a be an element of d that is different 
from 1. Then the set 
Z(u) := {x E d: x<a} 
is an ideal of .rB. Indeed, 0 < a and since a # 1 we do n’ot have 1 < a; if x < a and 
y 6 a then x ‘\I y < a by definition of the supremum; finally if x < a and y 5; x 
then y < a. The ideal Z(a) is called the principal ideal generated by a. 
In the Boolean algebra of all subsets of a set C, the principal ideal generated 
by a non-empty subset M c C is composed of all subsets of M. In the Boolean 
algebra 9 mentioned above, the principal ideal generated by a non-tauto- 
logical formula 5 in Y is the set of all formulas f E Y such the f A 5 = f. 
Now we are going to see that the principal ideal Z(a) generated by the ele- 
ment a in the Boolean algebra (~4, < ) can be given the structure of Boolean 
algebra. Take the restriction of < on Z(a) as the order relation in Z(u). Then 
the bottom element of Z(u) is clearly 0 and the top element is clearly a. Also, we 
define the negation of an element x in Z(a), written x? to distinguish with the 
negative of x in d, as 
x(.’ := xc A a. 
Of course xc’ is again an element in Z(u) because @ /\ a < u. 
Theorem 1. Let Z(u) denote the principal ideal generated by the element a in the 
Boolean algebra (s&f, < ). Then Z(u), equipped with bottom element 0, the top 
element a and the negation x H Xc’, is a Boolean algebra. 
The proof of this theorem can be found in the appendix at the end of the 
paper. Appendix A contains the proof of all results presented in this paper. 
However, we remark that the Boolean algebra Z(a) mentioned in Theorem 1 
is not a subalgebra of JS? because the top element of d, namely 1, is not in Z(u). 
To illustrate Theorem 1, take the principal ideal 
I(():= {If E 2: f/l c =f}. 
The top and bottom elements of its corresponding Boolean algebra are I and 5 
respectively and the negation of a formula f is 
-f:=-fA(, 
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where 7 is the negation in 9. The infimum and supremum in the Boolean 
algebra corresponding to 1(r) are the same a.s those in 9. Another example is 
the principal ideal generated by a subset M 0.F a set C. Here the top and bottom 
elements of the corresponding Boolean algebra are A4 and 0, respectively, and 
the negation of a subset X C M is 
XL’:=XCrlM=M-X, 
where Xc denotes the negation in 2’, i.e. x’ is complement of X in C. 
Let d and Y? be two Boolean algebras. A bijective mapping h : ~4 + 2 is 
called a Boolean algebra isomorphism, or simply an isomorphism, if the fol- 
lowing conditions are satisfied: 
I. For all x and y in SZZ’, 
h(x ny) = h(x) A h(y). 
2. For all x E d, 
h(2) = h(x)“. 
If h is a Boolean algebra isomorphism, then it can be proved that 
1. h(.r Vy) = h(x) V h(y) for all x,y in d, 
2. h(1) = l,h(O) = 0, 
3. x :::y if and only if h(x) <h(y). 
Let h : d + # be a Boolean algebra isomorphism. Then it is clear that the 
principal ideal generated by a in & corresponds to the principal ideal generated 
by h(u) in # according to property 3 above. For example, if d is the prop- 
ositional language 9 generated by a col1ectio.n of atoms pI ! . . ,pm and 2 is the 
power set of the Boolean cube B, := (0, I}‘“, then it is well known that the 
mapping 
N: L? -+ 2’” 
given by 
N(h) := {x E B, : x k h} 
is a I3oolean algebra isomorphism. The set N(h) is the set of all interpretations 
satisfying the formula h (the models of h). Let’s consider a non-tautological 
formula r in 9 and the principal ideal 
This ideal corresponds to the ideal generated by N(5) in 28m, i.e. all subsets of 
N(5). 
Let h : d --+ SP be Boolean algebra isomorphism and let I(a) and I(h(a)) 
denote the two corresponding principal ideals in d and .%. These two ideals 
can be given the structure of Boolean algebras g’(u) and %?(h(a)) by the con- 
struction explained above (see Theorem ]:I. Note that the respective top 
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elements are 42 and h(a) and the respective negations are XI+& := f A a and 
XHXC” .- xc A h(a). Then we have the following result. 
Theorem 2. L,et h : d + 2’ be a Boolean algebra isomorphism and let a E 54. 
Then the restriction of h to 9(a) is a Boolean algebra isomorphism from! B(a) to 
g@(a)). 
For the Boolean algebras g(r) and g(N(l)), this means that the mapping 
N’: {f gre!Y:f A(=f}-t2N(5) 
given by 
N’(h) :== N(h) 
is a Boolean algebra isomorphism. In particular, we lhave 
1. N’(l) = N(t),N’(I) = 0, 
2. N’Cf A g) =:= N’(f) n N’(g), 
3. N’Cf V g) -:= N’V‘) UN’(g), 
4. N’(- f) = N(t) - N’Cf). 
The general results given in this section will be applied to a particular situation 
in the next section. 
3. Propositional logic and product spaces 
The goal of this section is to explain the problem that will be solved by the 
different algorithms presented in the rest of the paper. First of all we place the 
concepts introduced in Section 1 in a more general setting. Then, using results 
from the previous sections, we will be ready to formulate the problem in a 
precise and mathematical manner. 
Consider a set of polytomic variables X, ,X2,. . . ,& and for i = 1, . . , n let 
V(Xi) =: {il, i2,. . . , ir,} 
denote the set of possible values of the variable Xi. For example, a:s in Sec- 
tion 1, the set V(Xi) may represent the possible operating modes of component 
number i in a technical system. We assume that there is a known probability 
distribution on V(X,) for all i = 1, . . ,n. Let pik denote the probability of the 
Vahe ik in V(Xi), and so 
pik ::= 1 
k=l 
for all i = 1, . . . , n. The variables X, may be regarded as random variables & 
and 
P(Xl = ik) = pik. 
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We make the additional assumption that the random variables jl,. . . ,& are 
stochastically independent: 
i=l 
In other words, if we define 
v = fi V(x,) 
1=l 
then we have 
P(1k,,2k,,*..7nkn) = fiPik 
i=l 
for all u = (lk,,2k2,. . . , q) in I/. The function P completely specifies a prob- 
ability distribution on V. Now let us consider the propositional language 3 
generated by the elements, considered as atoms, in the set 
At := V&Y,) u.. . U I’(&). 
If we define m := rl + r2 + . . . -I- r,, then there are m atoms in At and the lan- 
guage .5! is generated by these m atoms. For i = 1,. . . , n, let 
pi = il V . . V i,, 
Vi = A{‘(ij A ik): 1 <<j < k < r,} 
and define 
The formula 4 is an element of .Y which will play an important role in the 
developments to follow. Intuitively, vi expresses the fact that x necessarily 
takes a value in Y(Xi) and vi expresses the fac:t that *i takes exactly one value. 
The formula 5 expresses that this is true for all variables 2;. From this formula 
t, we can consider the corresponding Boo1ea.n algebra 
sqfg={fEY: fA<=f}. 
Recall from the previous section that the top element of W(l) is 5, the bottom 
element is -L and the negation of a formulaf E 33(r) is N f :=: lf A l where 7 
is the negation in 9. Then it follows from Theorem 2 that the mapping 
given by 
N’(J) := NV‘) := {x E B,: x /= f} 
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is a Boolean algebra isomorphism. It can easily be :seen that the set N(5) is 
composed of all vectors x in B,,, having the following property: for all 
i= l,..., IZ, ifx, denotes the value in the vector x corresponding to the atom ii, 
then 
2Xij =I 1, 
j=l 
which means that xij = 1 for exactly one j E { 1, . . . , ri}. Let t*(i) denote this 
valueofjforalli= l,... , II. For example, if n = 3 and 
V(~I) =:I {11,12), v(x,) = {2,~&,23), v(x3:l = {31,%>33,34) 
then the vector tx := (t*(l), t,.(2): t,(3)) E V corresponding to the vector 
x= (1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0) 
is (1 i, 23, 32). This allows us to define the mapping 
t : Iv(<) + v 
given by 
t(x) := (&(l), . . . ) tJt2)). 
Of course, this mapping t is bijective. By extending t to the power set of N(t) 
we obtain a Boolean algebra isomorphism 
h : 2N(6) --t 2V > 
where 
h(X) :=:: {t(x): x E X} 
for all X C N(S). 
To summarize, we have defined the following sequence of Boolean algebra 
isomorphisms: 
g(c) N’, y(r) 2+ 2y. 
Since the composition of Boolean algebra isomorphisms is again a Boolean 
algebra isomorphism, it foilows that the composed mapping g := h 0 M’ is also 
a Boolean algebra isomorphism. So finally we end up with the Boolean algebra 
isomorphism 
g : 9qq --+ 2y. 
In Section l., the formula diug is in %9(c) and g(diag) = Diug. 
The problem to be solved in this paper is the following (recall that there is a 
known prob,ability distribution P on 2y). Given a logical formula f in 2, the 
formuia f A ;I is in C?%([) and the problem is 1o compute the probabilny 
l+(j) :::= P(gcf A <)) 
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without explicitly computing the set gcf A 0, As will be explained in the rest of 
the paper, we are going to transform f or f A e into an equivalent special 
formula whose probability can easily be computed directly. In the example of 
Section 1, we want to compute 
B-(diug) = P(Diag), 
by working on diag only. 
4. Methods based on the algorithm of Abraham 
Abraham [l] has presented an algorithm for calculating a disjoint sum 
representation of a formula in propositional Ilogic. In this section, we are going 
to present algorithms to compute &cf) that are based on the version of the 
algorithm of Abraham given in Ref. [7]. 
4.1. .Preliminaries 
Before we explain the first method, let us introduce some concepts, notations 
and establish some useful results. First of all, two elements x and y of a Boolean 
algebra are called disjoint if x my =1. In this case we write x + y instead of 
x v y. In order to simplify the notation, let 9’ denote the Boolean algebra 
B’(5). 
Theorem 3. (1) Let cpI and 50, be two formulas I;n 9’. Then ql and (p2 are disjoint 
ly and only if q, A q2 A g =1. (2) Let qq, . . . , q,, be a collection of mutually 
disjoint fbrmulas in 9’. Then 
dv1 + . . . + 40.) = dcp,) +- . . + d%). 
In the rest of this paper, by a conjunction in 2’ we mean a conjunction of 
1iteral.s in 2 and assume that every literal appears at most once in the con- 
junction. Since we are going to need the probability of conjunctions B(c) in 
both methods described in this section, let us see how this probability can be 
computed. Given a conjunction c in 9, for a;ll i = 1,. . . , n, define 
.Pos(i) := {k E (1,. . . , I;}: the literal ik is present in c}, 
Neg(i) := {k E { 1, . . , Yi}: the literal +k is present in c}, 
MS(i) := {k E { 1,. . . , ri}: neither ik nor +k is present in c) 
and 
Lit(i) := &s(i) U Neg(i). 
Sometimes we will write PosC(i),NegC(i),MisC(i),LitC(i) instead of F’os(i),Neg(i), 
Mis(i).,Lit(i) to stress that these sets are defined with respect to the conjunction 
c. Then of course we have 
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V(&) = (Pm(i) U Neg(i)) + Mis(i) 
for all i = 1,. . , n. In addition, if 
Z(c) :=(iE {I,... ,n}: 3kE{l,...,ri}suchthatikor~ikisinc} 
then 
I(c)={iE{l,...,n}:Lit(i)#0} 
and 
with the convention that a conjunction over an empty set is always equal to the 
tautology T. Formula (2) can be seen as a normal form representation of a 
conjunction. If there is an i E { 1,. . . , n} for which Pas(i) nNeg(i) # 0 then 
clearly c =-L. Then, for all i = 1,. . . , n, Table 1 defines the value of q1 de- 
pending on which condition is satisfied. These values will be used to compute 
the probability B(c). In order to express the value of B-(c) we need to define a 
certain quamity qi for all i = 1, . . . , n. The value of qi depends on some con- 
dition and Table 1 gives the value of qi for each possible condition. 
Remark that the last condition means that Mis(i) I= V(4). 
Theorem 4. Let c be a conjunction in 2’ and let 91,. . . , qn denote the values 
dejined by Table 1. Then 
F?(C) = fiqi. 
i==] 
This theorem shows how to compute B(c) for conjunctions c E 2. Let us 
illustrate this theorem by a few examples. In all these examples, it is assumed 
thau there are or&v &WX vaira%s X.,,.Y, a& X7,. ea& ha+!! %ree poss%$e 
vaIues: 
I =I {11,12,13), v(x2) = {21,22,&), l”(S) = {31,32,33). 
Table 1 
Value of qJ Condtion 
0 Pas(i) flNeg(i) # 0 
0 
P(,i; = &) 
IPos(i)I > 1 
Pas(i) = {k} and k @ Neg(i) 
P(X, q’ { ik: k E Id&i)}) 
1 
jPos(i)j = 0 and jNeg(i)l > 0 
IPos(i)l = 0 and INeg(i)l = 0 
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Example 1. c = 1, A 12. In this case 
cA~=(I~A1~)A~(1,Al*)A”. =.L (3) 
and hence 
B-(c) = P(g(l)) = P(0) == 0. (4) 
But here q1 = 0 because Pos( 1) = { 1,2} and hence IPos( I)1 > 1. Also 
q2 =- q3 = 1 because MS(~) = V(X2) and MS(~) = Y(X,). Therefore by Theo- 
rem 4 we have 
h(c) = 0 . 1 1 = 0, 
which corresponds to Eq. (4). 
(5) 
Example 2. c = 1, A 2,. In this case, 
g(cAt) ={(1,,21,31),(11,2,,32),(11,21,33)) (6) 
and therefore 
l+(c) = P(2, = l,)P(x; = 2,)P($ = 3,) 
+ P(*, = l,)P(& := 2,)P(z3 =I 32) 
+ P(kl = 1 ,)P(%; = 2,)P(& =: 33) 
-P~~l=1,)p(i12=2,)(~~~~=3i)) 
= P(2, = l,)P(& = 2,). 
But 
Rx(l) = {l}, Pas(2) = {l}, RN(~) == 0 = Neg(3) 
and hence 
q, d(k] = l,), q2 =P(X2 =2*), q3 = 1. 
Then by Theorem 4 
(7) 
(8) 
B(c) = P(2, = l])P(& = 2,), 
which is the same as above. 
(9) 
Example 3. c = -, 1, A 2,. In this case 
gW5) = ~(12,21,31),(12,2],32),(12,21r33), 
(13,217 31), (13,21,32), (13,21) 33)) 
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and therefore 
l+(c) =:: P(2, = l#(% = 2,) +p@, = l,)P(& = 2,) 
=:: (P(2, = 12) +P(X, = l,))P(& = 2,) 
=:: (1 - P(%, E {ll}))P(X* = 21) 
q = P(Xl $2 { l,})P(& = 2,). 
On the othe:r hand, for this conjunction c, we have Table 2 which is self-ex- 
planatory.Therefore 
41=&f, @{I,}), q2=P(%=&), 43=1. 
Theorem 4 implies that 
B(c) =:I P(k, $2 { 11})P@* = 2,), 
(10) 
(11) 
which is the same as above. 
Example 4. c = 111 A 21 A 732. In view of the examples considered above, it is 
clear that 
P(C) == p(% 6 {11)P(*2 = 21)fYZ $ {W), 
which is the same as the result given by Theorem 4. 
(12) 
Example 5. 4:: = ~11 A 112. In this case 
B-(c) =-: P(2, $2 { 1, ) 12)). (13) 
On the other hand, Table 3, which is self-explanatory, can be derived for this 
particular conjunction c. Therefore 
93 = 1. (14) 
Table 2 
i Pas(i) Neg(i) MS(i) 
1 0 (11 {2, 31 
2 (11 0 12, 31 
3 0 0 {I, 2, 31 
Table 3 
i Pas(i) Nedi) 
-- 
Mm(i) 
1 0 1’221 {3) 
2 0 0 {1>2,3) 
3 0 0 {1,2,3) 
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WC) = @l 5-z {11,12))7 
which is the same as Eq. (13). 
(15) 
4.2. Algorithm 1 
Let f be a formula in ?Z for which we want. to compute B(f). Without loss 
of generality we can assume that f is a DNF in 9, i.e. f is the disjunction of 
conjunctions in $P. Then apply the algorithm of Abraham on f to obtain a 
collection of conjunctions cl, . . . , C, in 2 such that 
f = Cl + . . . + c,. (16) 
The following theorem shows how to compute Z+cf), thereby using Theorem 4 
to compute B-(c) for conjunctions c. 
Theorem 5. Let cl,. . . , c, be the collection of conjunctions in 9 that are 
generated by the algorithm of Abraham when in it is applied to the DNFf in 9, 
Then 
l+(f) = epL(Ci). 
i=l 
For the example of Section 1, we obtain Pr(di,ug) = 0.49. Using Theorem 4 to 
compute I+(ci), it is then easy to compute Z+(f). 
4.3. Algorithm 2 
The algorithm presented in this subsection permits to compute B-(J) for a 
formula f E 2. First let us introduce a few definitions. A conjunction c E 9 is 
called positive if Neg(i) = 0 for all i E Z(c). Acc.ording to Eq. (2), every positive 
conjunction c can be written as 
c’ = 
QA i 
ik . (17) 
i@(c) kEPos,(i) 
A positive conjunction c E 2 is called simple if IPosC(i)l = 1 for all i E I(c). 
Note that only positive conjunctions can be simple. Also, if c is a simple 
conjunction, for all i E Z(c), define k,(i) as the only element in Pas,(i), which 
means that ik,(i) is the only atom in V(&) present in c. Then, according to 
Eq. (1’7) we can write 
1: = A ik,(i). 
W(c) 
A DNF in 9 is called a positive DNF if it comains only positive conjunctions. 
A DNF in 2 is called simple if all its conjunctions are simple. 
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The method presented in this subsection to compute Rcf) is composed of 
four steps. The first step is to transform the formula f into a DNF. Then, in the 
second step, determine a simple DNF z such that f A 5 = r A 5. The third step 
consists in finding a collection P of simple conjunctions such that 
Then we will show that the value of B-(f) can be found by computing the 
simple sum 
which forms the fourth and last step of the method. Now we provide the 
necessary tools and results to perform these four steps. 
Theorem 6. Let c = AiQ(=)ik,(i) be a simple conjunction. Then c E 2’ and 
B(C) = np(fi = ik,(i)), 
M(c) 
(18) 
In the algorithm presented in this section, we are going to use the following 
result. 
Theorem 7. Let dl and d2 be two direrent simple conjunctions satisfying 
dl # I # d2, Then dl A 5 and d2 A r are disjoint if and only if there is an 
i E I(dl) n Z(d2) and two d#erent elements ij and ik in V(Xi) such that ij E dl and 
ik E d2. 
For an atom y = ij in 9, define the set of atoms 
y := V(&) - {ij}. 
Then as formulas in 9 we have 
7y A 5 ==: 
( 1 
vt A 5. (19) 
ttj 
As we are going to see below, given the formula f E 2 (expressed as a DNF), 
we need to find a simple DNF ye in 9 such that 
If y is a literal in a conjunction c E 9, then let c - {,y) denote the conjunction 
in 2 obtained by removing the literal JJ from c. Then we can define the fol- 
lowing function. 
Function trans 
(input: a conjunction c E 2); 
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begin 
Let N(c) denote the set of all negative literals in c; 
If N(c) = 0 
then set result := {c} 
else begin 
select an element y E N(C); 
let c’ := c - {y}; 
set resdt := lJtEv trans(t A c’) 
end; 
end; 
Theorem 8. The output of the function trans apulied to the conjunction c E 9 is a 
collection R(c) of positive conjunctions in 2 such that 
CA 5 = v (h/It). (20) 
heR(c) 
We need to define a few more functions to be able to compute B(J). 
Function positive-DNF 
(input: a DNFf=f, v...v~N in 3); 
begin 
set positive-DNF := trans(fi ) U . . . U trans(&) 
end; 
Theorem 9. The output of the function positive-DNF applied to the DNF 
f = ji V . . V fn in 2 is a collection S(f) of positive conjunctions such that 
f At= v (hA5). 
hNf’) 
Function simple-DNF 
(input: a DNF f = fi V . . . V fn in 3); 
begin 
set simple-DNF := {h E positive-DNF(f): h is simple } 
end; 
Theorem 10. The output of the function simple-DNF applied to the DNF 
f = fi V . . . V fn in 2’ is a collection T(f) of simple conjunctions such that 
.f A < = v (h A 4). (21) 
hQCf) 
Note that with formula (21) we have found a simple DNF 
z := Vh hsW) 
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The following algorithm is a modification of the version of the algorithm of 
Abr&am presented in ReE. (71. 
Algorithm .4braham+imple 
(input: a silmple DNF r = VK, hi); 
begin 
forj= 1 to n 
POJ := {hj} 
for= I toj- 1 
&,j := 0 
for all din e-tj 
end. 
if d A t and hi A 5 are disjoint then add d to Pi,j 
else define Y’ = {yt , . . . ,ye} to be the set of literals in hi that 
are not contained in d 
if Y’ # 0 
then add all elements from trans(d A 7~1)). . . 
tram (d A yl A TX), . . ., trans(d A y1 A. . . Ayj..j A~ye) 
t0 Pij. 
Theorem 11. Let P := Po,l Upl,2 U.. U Pn-l,n be the reunion of all sets Pj- ~j 
generated by the ai~oridmr Abraham-sin& when ir is qn$ie~ rn ihe s&r& 
DNFz = Vy=,iii. Then P contains only simple conjunctions and 
Note that Theorem 7 tells us more about the structure of the simple con- 
junctions in I’. 
Now, given a formula f in LZ, the application of the four steps mentioned 
below computes the value of MJ) 
1. Transform ,f into a DNF using a well-known method: 
2. Using the function simple-DNF applied tof, find a simple DNF z such that 
fAt=rA(. 
3. Use the algorithm Abraham-simple to find a collection P of simple conjunc- 
tions such that 
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4. Then 
and R(d) is easy to compute according to Theorem 6. Eq. (23) is correct be- 
cause, using Theorem 3 (2), 
5. A method based on the algorithm of Bertschy-Monney 
Rertschy and Monney [4] have generalized the algorithm of Heidtmann [6] 
to non-monotone formulas in propositional logic. In this section we are going 
to present a modification of this algorithm that will allow us to compute R-u) 
for a formula f in 9. the Bertschy-Monney algorithm generates so-called mix- 
products. Here a mix-product is defined as a formula in 9 of the form 
where CO, cl, . . . , c, are conjunctions in LZ? and for every s and t in (0, 1, . . , r}, 
s # 1, the following conditions are satisfied: 
h,(i) nP~~,,(i) = 0, Pas,(i) n Neg,, (i) = 0, 
Neg+ (i) II Pas,, (i) = 0, Negcs (i) n Neg,, (i) = 0 
for all i E I(cs) nI(c,). Note that this definition of a mix-product is a gener- 
alization of the one given in Ref. [4]. The new algorithm presented in this 
section generates special mix-products called E-mix-products. 2 An E-mix- 
product is a mix-product satisfying the following conditions: 
1. C&Cl,. . . , cS are simple conjunctions. 
2. Forallsandtin (O,l,... ! r) with s # t, ICC,?) n Z(q) = 0. 
Assuming that the formula S is already expressed as a DNF, the method 
presented in this section to compute fiv) is composed of two steps. The first 
step consists in applying the function simpk-DNF to f. The result is a simple 
DNF h such that h A 5 = f A 5. [Jsing h, the second step consists in finding a 
collection R of E-mix-products such that 
2 The letter “E” stands for Easy. 
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my) := CR(e). 
t%R 
Since the function simple-DNF is already defined in Section 4.3, it remains to 
provide the necessary tools and results to perform the second step of the 
method. 
The following result shows how to compute the probability of an E-mix- 
product. 
Theorem 12.. Let d = co A (A&~x,) be an E-mix-product. Then 
B(d) =J= fi(co) . n( 1 - I+(q)). 
s=l 
Note that the probability of a simple conjunction is given in Theorem 6. 
Given Theorem 12, we are now in a position to compute the probability of any 
E-mix-product. 
Now we present a collection of functions inspired from those given in the 
algorithm of Bertschy and Monney [6]. We add the suffix E to the functions 
defined in this paper to distinguish them from those given in Ref. [6]. After all 
functions are given, we are going to explain how to compute the probability 
I+cf) of a formula f in 9 using these functions. 
Function main-E 
(input: cl. . . . , c, simple conjunctions); 
begin 
set R = 0 
forj=l torsetR:=RUdecompose-E(cj;cl!...,cj-1) 
return .R 
end. 
Function decompose-E 
(input: el , . . . , e,: E-mix-products; cl, . . . , c,: simple conjunctions); 
begin 
if r = 0 then return 0 
elsif s == 0 then return {el, . . . , e,} 
else return UT=, decompose-E@nd-disjoint-E(eiT cl); ~2, . . . , c,) 
end. 
Function already-disjoint-E 
(input: e =:: eo A &, Te,: E-mix-product; c: simple conjunction); 
begin 
if (there is ik E eo and i, E c with I # k) or 
(there is s E { 1,. . . , r} such that for every iA E e, we have ik E c) 
then return true 
else return false 
end. 
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Theorem 13. An E-mix-product e and a simple conjunction c are disjoint if and 
only if the procedure already-disjoint-E(e, c) returns true. 
Function contains-ME-E 
(input: cl, c2: simple conjunctions); 
begin 
if there is ik E ci and il E cl 
then return true 
else return false 
end. 
Note that in the function contains-MF-E it is not required that ik and ie are 
different. 
The input of the next function find-disjoint-E is an E-mix-product 
and a simple conjunction c. In order to define this function we need the fol- 
lowing definitions (so is an element of { 1, . . . , r} and it is an element of es,): 
j*(e, c) := card{s E { 1,. . . , r} : contains-MF-E(e,, c)is true} 
p2 := A ikr where {k} : = Pos,~ (i) 
i+o)-lit 
a’ := 
A ik, where {k} := PosC(i) 
iEl(c)-l(e~) 
‘p, := A ik7 where {k} := PosC(i:’ 
~~~(~, Pm 
(p2 := A ik, where {k} := Pos,~~ (i). 
iU(e,,)-l(c) 
Function Jind-disjoint-E 
(input: e = eo A A,;=, 7e,. * E-mix-product; c: simple conjunction); 
begin 
if already-disjoint-E(e, c) then return {e]. 
elsif j* (e, c) = 0 
then 
if contains-MF-E(eo, c) returns false 
then return e A 1c 
else return e A la’ 
ielse 
selects0 in {l,..., r} such that contain.+MF-E(e,,,, c) returns true 
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if there are ik E c and ie E es0 with k # e 
then returnflnd-disjoint-E(e” A -if, c) U {il A e” A 7pz) 
else returnJind-disjoint-E(cpl A e” A 7q2, c) U {e” A -q} 
end. 
133 
Theorem 14. The function Jind-disjoint terminates and its output is a set R of 
disjc& &nix-graa’ucts sucP( C&UC 
eA-xA~=C(eA~). 
OER 
Then we have the following results. 
Theorem 15. Let f = cl V. . . V c, be a simple DNF. Then the output R of the 
function main-E applied to cl ! . . , c,. is a collection of E-mix-products such that 
fAt=C(eAt). 
t?ER 
Theorem 16. Let f = cl V . . . V cr be a simple DNFand let R denote the output of 
the function main-E applied to cl, . . . , c,. Then 
NY) = Cf+-(e). 
tTR 
‘Ihese results can ‘De used to compute Ir’ne pro’na’tAity B-?J) for a fc~rmuia J’ 
in 9 expressed as a DNF. The following points tell us how to do it: 
1. A pql y the l‘unction shple-DflF to f- Accordkq to TheDrem IO th.rs ES&S 
in a simple DNF h such that 
h/\c=.fr\t. (24) 
2. Let R denote the collection of E-mix-products resulting from the application 
of the function main-E to the simple conjunctions of the simple DNF h. 
Then 
Mf) = CWe). (25) 
l?ER 
Indeed, ‘ny Theorem 16 and Eq. (29, 
WI = Wf A tl = P(g(h A i”)) = Wh) = x&(e). 
&R 
Note that m formula (25) the computation of B-(e) is easy according to the 
developments made af &ihe begkmjng o$ &is se&on 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented the mathematical foundations for the creation of a 
lanfguage capa%e of expresdmg subsets 01 a prohuct space ‘m a me&se an21 
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concise manner. These foundations provide us with a clear llnderstanding of 
the meaning of the formulas in the language, thereby providing a semantics for 
the language. In the second part of the paper we have presented three different 
methods for computing the probability of such formulas. These methods are 
based on symbolic transformations of the formula whose probability is to be 
determined. These methods are currently being implemented in the context of 
probabilistic analyses within model-based diagnosis systems. Finally, let us 
mention that another approach to this problem is presented in Ref. [3], where 
so-called finite set constraints are used to describe events in product spaces in a 
more explicit way. A similar but different approach is also given in Ref. [8]. 
Appendix A. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. Condition 1 is trivial. To prove condition 2, let us first 
show that the infimum of two elements x and y in Z(a) equals x A y, where A is 
the infimum operator of d, and that x A y is again in Z(a). The latter is proved 
first: x E Z(a) implies x < a. Since x A y <x, it follows that x /, y < a and hence 
x A y E Z(a). Now let’s show that the infimurn of x and y in Z(u) is x A y. We 
clearly have x A y <x and x A y < y in Z(u). Let. t be an element in Z(u) such that 
t < x and t <y in Z(u). Then t <x A y in d, which implies t < x A y in Z(u). 
Now let us show that the supremum of two elements x and y in Z(u) equals 
x V y, where V is the supremum in ,d, and that x V y is again in Z(u). Let’s prove 
the latter first: x < a and y < a in Z(u) implies that x < a and y < a in & and 
hence x V y < u in & and hence x \I y E Z(u). Proceeding in a similar way as for 
A above, it can easily be shown that the supremum of x and y in Z(a) is x v y. 
This shows that the infimum and supremum operators A and V in Z(u) co- 
incide with those in &‘, which implies that condition 3 is satisfied. However, 
this is not the case for the negation because x’.’ = x’ A a. To complete the proof, 
it remains to show that xL.’ Ax =: 0 and x”’ Vx = a for all x E Z(u): 
.r”Ax=x=AuAx=0~ 
.rC’Vx=(xCAu)Vx==(.fV.r)A(uVx)=hz=u. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof of this theorem is very simple and will not be 
given here. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. First (1) is proved. The formulas cpl and (p2 being in 9” 
implies that 
(PI = '~1 A 5, (P2 = (P2 A 5. (26) 
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If ‘p, and (p2 are disjoint, then 
‘pl A (P2 A 5 = (cpl A 8 A (cpz A i”) = ‘pl A 4% =I. (27) 
Conversely, if ‘p, A qp2 A l =I then Eq. (27) implies that ‘p, A (p2 =I and so ‘pl 
and q2 are disjoint. 
Now (2) is proved. Since g is a Boolean algebra isomorphism, it remains to 
show that 
dcpi) ” dcp,) = 0 
for all i # j. But 
g(cPi) ndcpi) = dcPi A cpi) =dJ-1 = 0, 
which proves the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof of this theorem is simple and it is skipped. q 
Proof of Theorem 5. By Eq. (16) we have 
f A 5 = (Cl A 5) +. . . + (cs A 5) 
and therefore by Theorem 3 
= kP(g(Cj A 0) = eR(Ci). 0 
i=l i=l 
Proof of Theorem 6. It is clear that c is in 2’. Eq. (18) follows directly from 
Theorem 4. Cl 
Lemma 1. Let c’ and c” be two conjunctions in 9’. Then the two formulas c’ A 5 
and C” A 4 in 9’ are disjoint if and only if one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(i) there i.r iE{l,... ,n} such that {Posd(i) nNeg,,(i) # 0 .or PoscI~(i) n 
Neg,,, (i) # 0 or IPosC, (i) ( > 1 or IPos,!! (i) / > 1 or NegCJ (i) = { 1, . . . , Y,} or 
Neg,,,(i) = (1,. . . ,ri}}; 
(ii) there is in (1,. . .n} such that {Pot n Negp(i) # 0 or ~“oq,(i) n 
Neg,/(i) # 0); 
(iii) there is i E { 1, . . , n} such that 
Pos,t (i) :# 0 and Posz, (i) n Posp (i) # 0 
or 
Pos,~ (i) # 0 and Posz,, (i) n Pas,, (i) # 0 
or 
Negd (i) U Neg&r (i) = { 1, . . . , rz } . 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is easy and it is skipped. 0 
Proof of Theorem 7. By Lemma 1, one of the conditions (i), (ii) or (iii) must be 
satisfied. But condition (i) and (ii) as well as Eq. (30) cannot be satisfied 
because both dl and d2 are simple and therefore also positive. So Eqs. (28) and 
(29) must be satisfied, which implies the conclusion of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 8. This function terminates because in the recursive call the 
number of of negative literals is one less than before and the output is 
immediately known if there is no negative literal in c. We prove this theorem by 
induction on the number of negative literals n in c. If n = 0, then R(c) = {c} 
and L’ is a positive conjunction satisfying Eq. (20). Now let c .be a conjunction 
with n > 1 negative literals and assume that the theorem is true for all 
conjunctions c E .Z having at most (n - 1) negative literals. Then 
R(c) = u tmns(t A c’) 
tt.? 
and since each conjunction t A c’ has (n - 1) negative literals, it follows from 
the induction hypothesis that truns(t A c’) contains only positive conjunctions 
and 
for all t E j. But by this equation and Eq. (19) we have 
cA\=(lyAc’)A\=(~yA\)AC’ 
= vt A5Ac’=V(tAc’Ar’) 
( ) lE7 tey 
= v (h A 0 =y v (AA t), hEu$m(1AC’) fEtrans(c) 
which proves the equation of the theorem and R(c) contains only positive 
conjunctions. 0 
Proof of Theorem 9. We have 
,sfJ-) = (J trunsv;) 
i=l 
and thus by Theorem 8 SW) contains only positive conjunctions and 
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for all i = 1, . . . , n. Moreover, 
) 
= v @A()= v @At), 
hEu;=, ~nvd/i) hW.f) 
which proves the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 10. This follows directly from Theorem 8 because h A 5 = I 
for all conjunctions h E S(J) that are not simple. 0 
Lemma 2. Let CI and c” be two simple conjunctions such that c’ A 5 and c” A < are 
not disjoint. Let Y’ = (~1,. . . , ye} denote the set of all literals contained in c’ but 
not in c”. Then we have: 
(Q if Y’ is u~~pty dwn cc’ V c”) A ( = c’ .A c’,., 
(ii) if Y’ is not empty, then let 
Q(c’, c”:~ = trans(d A lyI) U truns(d A yl A ly2) 
U ..,utruns(dAyl A...Ayf-, Alyf) 
and we have 
(c’ v c”) At=c’At+ c tA5. 
reQ(c’,c”) 
Proof. Since c’ A r and c” A 4 are not disjoint also c’ and c” are not disjoint. 
Then Theorem 5.27 of Ref. ((73, p. < 12) imp& &A if Y’ i3 empty t&n (i) is 
satisfied. Otherwise, if Y’ is not empty, the same theorem implies that 
c’ V c” q :: c’ + (1y, ) A c” + (yl A -yz) A c” 
f... + (y, A... Aye-,) A dye A c”. 
Tog..& W!%A T+k~em %, -&i% in CWPA i-@.i%s V&,X 
(c’ V c”;l A 5 = c’ A 5 + (1~~) A c” A 5 + (yl A 7<%) A c” A 5 
+...+(‘J, A... A yeel A -ye) A c” A ij 
= c’A<+ c tA(. 0 
fEQ(C’,C”) 
Proof of Theorem 11. For a fixed j, we have to prove by induction on i that & 
contains only simple conjunctions for all i < j. This is true for i = 0, i.e. 
Poj = {hi}. Now suppose that this is true for fi-rj. Then, with d E .P;-lJ the 
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algorithm puts into Pi,j either the simple conjunction d or the simple 
conjunctions in Q(hj,d) (defined in Lemma 2). This proves that all conjunc- 
tions in pij are simple and for i = j - 1 we obtain that Pj-lj only contains 
simple conjunctions. Since j was arbitrary, this proves the first statement of the 
theorem. 
For Eq. (22), we prove again by induction on i that P;.,j has the following 
properties: 
(i) (hi A 5) V . V (hi A <) V (hj A 0 = (hl /\ t) V .. . V (hi A r) V{d A 5: d E 
E%j}. 
(ii) For every pair of conjunctions ci,cz E Pij, cl # ~2, the conjunctions 
ci A 5 and c2 A t are disjoint. 
(iii) For all d E pi+ the conjunctions h, A 5 and d A 5 are disjoint for every 
SE {l,...,i}. 
This is clearly true for i = 0, i.e. PQ = {hi}. We suppose that e-ij satisfies 
these properties and let’s show that flJ also satisfies them. First we prove as- 
sertion (i). By the induction hypothesis we have 
(hl A t) V . . . V (hi A [) V (hi A [) 
= (h, A C) v  . . . v  (hi A t) v  {d A 5: d E &j} 
and we must prove that 
(h, A 5) v . . . V(hjA~)V{dA~: dE&i,} 
= (h, A lg v.. . v  (hi A cf) v  {d A 5: d E fij}. (31) 
First we show that if the left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. (31) is true then so is its 
right-hand side (RHS). Suppose that d A 5 is true with d E Pi:_l,i. TWO cases can 
happen. If d A c and h, A r are disjoint, then d is also in Sj and hence the RHS 
of Eq. (31) is also true. If d A < and h, A 5 are not disjoint then again two cases 
can happen: if Y’ is empty then Lemma 2 (i) ((take c’ = hi and c” = d) implies 
that (hi A {) V (d A &J) = h, A 5 and hence hi A 5 is true and so is the RHS of 
Eq. (31); if Y’ is not empty then by Lemma 2 (ii) we have 
(hi A [) V (d A 0 = (hi A 0 V {r A 5: r E Q(hi> d)}. (34 
Since d A 5 is true, the RHS of Eq. (32) is also true and hence the RHS of 
Eq. (31) is also true since Q(hi,d) C &. 
Now let us prove that if the RI-IS of Eq. (31) is true then its LHS is also true. 
So let d A 5 be true, with d E Pid. There are only two ways for d to be in q,,: 
either d itself is in Pj-l,j in which case the LHS of Eq. (31) is true; or else there is 
a d’ in Pj-,j such that d E Q(hl, d’). In this case d = d’ A v for some conjunction 
V. Hence, since d A t is true, so is d’ A u A 5 and so is d’ A 5, which implies that 
the LIIS of Eq. (31) is true because d’ E &-l,j 
The assertions (ii) and (iii) are clearly true. 
Note that property (iii) implies that (hi A t) V ... V (hi A 0 and C{d A <: 
d E fi.,;} are disjoint. Then, taking i = ,j - 1, we get 
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(h, A c) ‘J . . . V (hi A 0 = [(hl A t) V ’ . . V (hj-1 A t)] 
+ [ x{d A 5: d E &I,>] 
and then by induction on j we obtain 
z A 5 = (h, A t) v . . . v (h, A <) 
= :z{d A 4: d E &.I} + . . . + C{d A 5: d E P,-,.n} 
and the theorem is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 12. First of all note that a simple conjunction 
139 
c= A “k,(i) 
M(c) 
is always in 2” (see Theorem 6), which implies that g(c) = g(c A 5). Clearly, we 
have 
g(C) = {U E V: Vi = ik(i) for all i E Z(C)}. 
Moreover, for a simple conjunction c, we have 
g(-c A 5) = g(” c) = g(c)“. 
Then 
dd * 5) = dco) ” 
z {u E v: vi = ik,,,.) for all i E I(cO)} 
” tl{ v E v: vi = ikcy,,, for all i E Z(C.~)}‘. (33) 
A=1 
Since the I( are disjoint, it is clear that the probability of the right-hand side 
of Eq. (33) is 
P(g(d A t)) = %dco A 8) fi(l - %?(cs A 8)): 
s=l 
which implies the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 13. The “if” part is obvious. To prove the “only if” part, 
assume that the two conditions (denoted by (i) and (ii) respectively) of the 
function already-disjoint are false. Therefore, because e is an E-mix-product 
and c a simpk conjunction, the conjunction 
(AeoAc (34) 
is satisfiable. Because (ii) is false, for every s E { 1, . . , r} we can choose an 
element k, E t’, satisfying k, $! c. We can choose an interpretation under which 
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the expression (34) is true and all the k, chosen above are false. This means that 
we have found an interpretation under which 5 A e A c is true and the theorem 
is proved. 0 
Proof of Theorem 14. In the sequel, depending on the context, we sometimes 
consider a conjunction c as the set of its literals. 
In the first part of the proof we show that the recursive functionJind-disjoint- 
E terminates. The second part is the correctness of the results. The proof fol- 
lows the idea of the proof of Theorem 1 in Ref. [4]. Let 
y = e” A Tie, z = ‘p, A e” A 7(p2 
We will prove that in the recursive calls of the functionJind..disjoint-E the re- 
lations 
j*(j~,c) = j*(e,c) - I, (35) 
j*(z,c) = j*(e,c) - 1 (36) 
hold.. This implies that the calculation ofjIfin&disjoint-E(e, c) will stop at some 
point, either if already-disjoint-E is true or when jt(e, c) = 0. y is clearly an E- 
mix-product. Because e is already an E-mix-product, ip $ e, for every s # SO. 
Since so E jt (e, c) it follows that 
j*(j,c) = j*(e,c) - 1 
which proves Eq. (35). In the second step we first show that z is indeed an E- 
mix-product. Remark that the set {ik E e,: there is il E c s.t. ik # il} is empty 
when. we build z (because otherwise we are in the case of the first recursive call). 
The formula (p2 is not empty, therefore 
z=(cplAeO)A A7e3 A-y2 
( 1 sfs0 
and z is an E-mix-product. Then Eq. (36) follows from this because contains- 
MF-I?(e,,, c) is true and contains-MF-E(cp,, c) is false. 
Now we can show that the output of the function, denoted by R, is correct. 
Assuming that already-disjoint-E is true we have to consider two cases. 
(a) already-disjoint-E is true because of the first condition. Then we have 
tAeAc=SA (e;AA7es*ik) A(ipAc-) = I, 
where k # I and 
e, := /j A, where {v} :== Pas,(j) 
Wh-{Q 
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and 
c- := A .L where {v} := Rqcj). 
jtlici-{i} 
Therefore 5 A e A TC = 5 A ((e A X) v  (e A c)) = [ A e A ( YC A c) = 5 A. e which 
proves that R is correct. 
(b) already-disjoint-E is true because of the second condition. Then we have 
and hence 5 A m A ~c = 5 A m which proves that R is correct. 
Now assume that already-disjoint-E is false and j’ (m, c) = 0. If the predicate 
contains-MF-E(eo,c) returns false then m A ~c is clearly an E-mix-product. 
Therefore we can assume that contains-AH’-E(eo,c) returns true. So for every 
ik E eo and every e # k we have it 6 c because already-disjoint-E is false. Then 
define 
b := ,d ikj where {k} := Poq(i), 
iE/(q)cl/(c) 
d := ,r\ ikr where {k} := PoseO(i), 
itI(l(c) 
Using these definitions, we have e = bde’ and c = a’b and hence 
lr\eA lc= tA(bAdAe’)A(la’V lb) 
= (CAbAdAe’A la’)V(tr\b,“\dAe’A lb) 
b / 
=I 
=tAeAla’. 
From j’(e,c) = 0 and contains-MF-E(e,,,c) returning true it follows that 
e A la’ is an E-mix-product. This show that R is correct, which completes the 
proof that the output of the function @d-disjoint-E is correct when already- 
disjoint-E is false and j*(e, c) = 0. 
Now let us prove that the output R obtained in the first recursive call is also 
correct. So let so E { 1, . . . , r} such that contains-MF-E(e,,, c) returns true, i.e. 
we have ik E c’ and ip E es0 with k # l. If we define 
c” := ,/\ ik, where {k} := Pas,.(i), 
&l(c)-(i} 
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then 
c = ik A c”. 
Therefore e can be written as 
e = -(it Ap2) A e” = (lit V -p-) A e” 
= (-if + (1~2 A it)) A err := Tie A e” + it A e” A em 
and. hence 
tAeATc= 5 A (-if A e” A ~c + it A e” A lp2 A T) 
= < A (-it A e” A -x + ie A e” A 1p2 A (lik A 7~“)) 
= 5 A (lip A e” A lc + ie A e” A 1~2). (37) 
The formula lie A e” is clearly an E-mix-product. Now we have to show that 
it A e” A ln is also an E-mix-product. But this follows from the fact that 
esn :- p2 A it and e is also an E-mix-product. 
Ik the conjunction on the RHS of Eq. (37) are clearly mutually disjoint, this 
proves that the output R obtained in the first recursive call is correct. 
Now we prove that the output R of the second recursive call is also correct. 
LetsOE{l,..., F} such that contains-MF-E(e,y,, c) is true. Define 
c’ = A ikr where {k} := Po.sC(i) 
rEljr)-l(e,“) 
andsoc=c’Acp,.Then 
e = -(qq A q2) A e” = (-cp, V -cpz) A e” 
= (1q, + cp, A --q2) A e” = -y, A e” f  qI A l(p2 A e’, 
which implies that 
(38) 
The formula ~‘pr A e” is an E-mix-product because ‘p, C es,, and cpl A l(p2 A e” 
is an E-mix-product because e Jn := q, A (p2 and e is an E-mix-product. 
The conjunctions on the RHS of Eq. (38) are clearly mutually disjoint, and 
this proves that the output R obtained in the second recursive call is correct. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Proof of Theorem 15. The development in Section 2 of Ref. [4] can easily be 
generalized to the present case, which implies that we only need to prove the 
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correctness of the function find-disjoint-E. But this is precisely the result 01 
Theorem 14. 0 
Proof of Theorem 16. By Theorems 3 and 15 we have 
my) = wij” A 0 = p 
= >ZP(g(e A Q) = CR(e). cl 
6R &R 
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